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Details of Visit:

Author: Don_2
Location 2: Kingsway and Whitefield
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 13 June 2003 3:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Katrece
Website: http://www.katrece.com
Phone: 07708310101

The Premises:

Sandy?s, can?t really add anything to what?s already been said.

The Lady:

Patrice. A super, beautifully proportioned body, very good legs, a lovely face and very dark hair.
She has a very fit looking body, slightly athletic. Belies her age which is allegedly into her thirties.
Doesn?t look it. A very lovely lass.

The Story:

I chose Sandy?s three weeks ago having studied the FRs and having had a bit of a non-event
elsewhere which did nothing for my confidence. Being very much a novice I decided Patrice would
be suitable and could restore a little faith in myself.
I arrived and was somewhat taken aback when told Patrice was fully booked up for the rest of the
day, so would I like to choose another WG. This was 3-30 in the afternoon and fully booked! I
decided to let fate take over and have the next available girl. Faye walked through and I thought she
looked very good. A couple of minutes later Stacey passed through, wow!! She was then closely
followed by Louise ? that body! By this time I was getting very frustrated and found myself drowning
in a sea of indecision. Which one?? I have a leaning towards brunettes and thought perhaps Stacey
would be the one, when the receptionist came through and said Faye was available. As I got up I
came face to face with Patrice who had just come down from upstairs. She stopped me in my
tracks, I was speechless, breathless and everything elseless. It must have showed as she came up
and kissed me on the cheek ? I didn?t wash for a week! As it turned out Faye was excellent and I
have no complaints there. But now having seen Patrice she was a must next time. For this visit I
rang the day before and booked Patrice. I arrived and Patrice was running late, no fault whatsoever
Patrice?s, I put it down to Sandy?s booking system.
Not to worry, the scenery?s great while waiting, must ask Sandy?s sometime if there?s a charge to
just sit in the waiting room for half a day or so and enjoy the view.
Went upstairs (Oriental room I think) had a shower and Patrice arrived. I have never known in any
walk of life whether it be work, pleasure, business or social, anyone who can put you so completely
at ease as quickly as Patrice did. She was brilliant! She really is a great looking lass, has a lovely
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speaking voice and intelligent conversations are the norm. I felt really at home with her. Most of the
time I felt we weren?t two people together but a unit. She made the occasion fun and very
enjoyable, she reads the person and situation so well, which is ideal for a novice such as myself.
Patrice?s GFE is the ultimate GFE, an experience not to be missed. She really IS the girlfriend,
wish I could find one half as good! We had sex in every conceivably position (as well as some
inconceivable ones). Her subtle use of the tongue and her eye contact during OWO was out of this
world. Ten out of ten for technique (and everything else). Then at the end while I was dressing there
wasn?t a hint of rushing and she stayed and talked till I was ready to leave. It must be the most
enjoyable 30 minutes I?ve ever experienced. I can see now why she is so booked up. Thank you
Patrice, I shall be back.
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